
Subject: Timed Event Stock Contract for the UHSRA Jr High Rodeo Finals 

Dates / Location: June 1-2, 2018 in Heber City, Utah 

Open: To all qualified Stock Contractors meeting the requirements below: 

STOCK TO BE SUPPLIED: 

Tie down calves-        15 or ½ enough based on entries       per go round +   15 in 

short round + 4 extras. 

Breakaway calves- (Boys & Girls)      30 or ½ enough based on entries         per go 

round +   30 (15 in each)  in short round + 4 extras. 

Ribbon roping calves-     15 or ½ enough based on entries          per go round +   

15 in short round + 4 extras. (Cannot be wild and fresh) 

Chute dogging steers-     15 or ½ enough based on entries         per go round +   15 

in short round + 4 extras. 

Team roping steers-      15 or ½ enough based on entries        per go round +   15 

in short round + 4 extras. 

These numbers are estimates and may increase after the last qualifying rodeo of the season. 

Cattle shall be good quality cattle, and preconditioned.    

Cattle shall be inspected by a representative of the UHSRA prior to State Finals. 

Numbering:   

1. All rodeo livestock must be numbered by hot iron.  No duplicate numbers shall be 

permitted, including team roping cattle.  Specific arena directors must approve any 

exceptions. 

2. If numbers are blurred or haired over, they must be clipped or renumbered so as to 

be readable at all times. 

3. When numbering timed event cattle, the dogging cattle shall be numbered on the 

left side, the roping cattle on the right side. 

4. Each event must have their own color ear tag.  No two events can have the same 

color ear tag. 

 

 

 



CONTRACTOR will provide stock in accordance with the latest rules of the NHSRA/ UHSRA. 

CONTRACTOR will ensure all animals are on the rodeo grounds 24 hours before the first 

performance begins. 

CONTRACTOR will also provide and be responsible for all feeding, watering, and care of animals 

(including vet care) 

CONTRACTOR will also provide and be responsible for all hay, grain, and transportation. 

CONTRACTOR will ensure all animals have been properly tagged prior to the finals. 

UHSRA will be responsible for all on grounds moving of stock. 

UHSRA will be responsible for care and disposition of all down stock. 

UHSRA will be liable for replacement of any death loss of an animal during competition at $800 

per calf, and $1,000 per steer if it is deemed to be death by abuse.  UHSRA will not be held 

liable for any other death loss or injury. 

 

All interested parties may submit a bid for this assignment by October 20th, 2017 to: 

 

UHSRA 

7753 S 1650 E 

South Weber, UT 84405 

Or by Email: dahlpad21@gmail.com 

 

*Winning Bids will be announced by November 20, 2017.  

 

Stock Contract with the UHSRA may be written with a 4 year option if both parties are in 

agreement. 


